Sewing Instructions for Coat
Sizes 34,36,38,40,42,44
Length in Back:
About 95 cm (about 37.5 inches)

Fabric needed
Loden, 150 cm (about 59 inches) wide
Sizes 34, 36, 38: 3.05 meters (about 3.34 yards)
Sizes 40,42, 44: 3.10 meters (about 3.39 yards)
Lining (Sleeves) 140 cm (about 55 inches) wide, 0.7 meters (about 27.5 inches) long for all sizes
4 large push buttons
5 large and 6 small buttons, sewing thread,
Wadding S 105 or firm, thin cardboard for use as stencil

Preparing Pattern Pieces
All instructions for cutting can be found in the chart to the right.
Cut pattern pieces along the lines according to the size you wish to sew.
The lines marked for the loop and the cross-stitches for the latch in part 5 are only depicted for a size 34.
For other sizes, adjust the marking according to the marked lines of the size you wish to sew.

Cutting Out
The cutting instructions below show how to place the pattern pieces on the fabric. When placing the pieces
on the fabric, make sure that the grain lines depicted on the pattern pieces run parallel to the grain of the
fabric.

Fabric
A, B, C, D, E:
1 Front piece, Middle
2 Front piece, Side
3 Back piece, Middle
4 Back piece, Side
5 Yoke
6 Sleeve, front
7 Sleeve, back

2x
2x
2x
2x
2x
2x
2x

A only:
8 Collar in selvage
2x
9 Collar Lapel in selvage 2x
10 Trimming in back
1x
11 Pocket
2x
12 Flap
4x
13 Latch (Back Piece)
4x
14 Upper Latch
4x
15 Shoulder Latch
4x
16 Sleeve Latch
4x
a.) 6 loops, together 54 cm (about 21.25 inches) long, 4 cm (1.57 inches) wide
(Including seam allowance)

Seam Allowance
Seam Allowance is included (see pattern for instructions)
Transferring Pattern Markings

Place pieces with wadding right sides facing (fold them along the selvage, right side inside). Pin pattern
pieces.
With a tracing wheel and paper, transfer pattern markings (sewing and seam lines) as well as all the marked
lines on the pattern pieces (except for the grain markings) onto the wrong side of the fabric (detailed
instructions can be found on the pattern).
Batting
A
6 Front Sleeve
7 Back Sleeve

2x
2x

Sewing
Right side
Wrong side
Lining
Batting
For pinning and stitching the seams, the right sides facing each other. Secure the beginning and end of the
seams with reverse stitches.
Coat
1.) Middle Seam, Back
Place the back middle pieces onto each other, right sides facing. Pin middle seam. Stitch. (1) Iron the seam
allowance into the left. Stitch the left back piece along the seam, allowing 1.5 cm (about 0.59 inches)
2.) Dividing Seam
Place the side front pieces right sides facing onto the middle front pieces, pin the front dividing seams.
Stitch. (2) Place the side back pieces right sides facing onto the middle back piece, pin back dividing seam
line. Stitch. Iron the seam allowance into the side front and back pieces. Stitch the side front and back
pieces along the seams, allowing 1.5 cm (about 0.59 inches)
Sewing
Right side
Wrong side
Lining
Batting
For pinning and stitching the seams, the right sides facing each other. Secure the beginning and end of the
seams with reverse stitches.
Coat
1.) Middle Seam, Back
Place the back middle pieces onto each other, right sides facing. Pin middle seam. Stitch. (1) Iron the seam
allowance into the left. Stitch the left back piece along the seam, allowing 1.5 cm (about 0.59 inches)
2.) Dividing Seam
Place the side front pieces right sides facing onto the middle front pieces, pin the front dividing seams.
Stitch. (2) Place the side back pieces right sides facing onto the middle back piece, pin back dividing seam

line. Stitch. Iron the seam allowance into the side front and back pieces. Stitch the side front and back
pieces along the seams, allowing 1.5 cm (about 0.59 inches)

(1)
(2)
3.) Back Latch
Place two latch pieces each right sides facing and stitch them together. Leave the edge open at the base.
Trim seam allowances. (3)

(3)

(4)
Turn the latch, pin the edges, iron and stitch, allowing 1.2 cm (0.47 inches)
Place the latch in between the horizontal lines on the back, pin the ends of the latches to the back piece. (4)
4.) Remaining Latches
Place two corresponding latch pieces right sides facing and stitch them together, leaving the straight,
narrow end open. Trim seam allowances. (5) Turn latch. Pin edges, iron and stitch, allowing 1.2 cm (0.47
inches)

(5)
(6)
Place the upper latches (part 14) onto the yokes, between the horizontal lines, pin onto the seam
allowances. (6)
5.) Stitching the Yokes
Place the yoke pieces right sides facing onto the back piece. Stitch. (7) Iron the seam allowance into the
yokes. Place front pieces right sides facing onto the yokes, pin the front base seams of the yokes, stitch. (8)
Iron the seam allowance into the yokes. Stitch yokes along the seams, allowing 1.5 cm (about 0.59 inches).

(7)

(8)

6.) Shoulder Latch
Place (Part 15) between the horizontal lines onto the yokes, pin to the seam allowance of the neck line (9)

(9)
7.) Collar with Lapel

Using chalk, mark a cross onto the wrong side of the bottom collar. Place collar parts right sides facing, pin
the base edges onto each other. Hold the lower collar folded to make up for the larger width of the upper
collar. Pin the outer horizontal edges of the collar onto each other, about 5 cm away from the round collar
edges (1.96 inches). (10)
Then hold the collar edges folded, pin the remaining outer edges onto another (11)
From the bottom collar, stitch the outer collar edges onto another. Trim seam allowances (12). Turn collar.
Iron the edges of the bottom collar so that the seam is visible close to the selvage. Stitch collar, allowing
1.2 cm about 0.47 inches).
Place collar right sides facing onto a collar lapel piece, with the seam allowances of the front lapel end
overlapping the collar. Pin collar. Place the other lapel piece right sides facing, above the collar, onto the
lapel piece that has already been pinned. Pin front and upper lapel edges. Stitch, stopping at the marked
seam of the front lapel pieces. (13) The collar is placed in between the other two pieces at the upper lapel
edge. Trim seam allowances. Turn lapel, pin edges and iron.

(10)

(11)

12)

(13)

8.) Trimming, front edges
Pin the shoulder edges of the back trimming right sides facing onto the shoulder edges of the cut front
trimmings. Stitch. Fold apart the seam allowance and iron. Fold the cut trimming at the wrap line toward
the right side of the coat. Pin the upper edges of the selvage onto the neckline; stop at the marking for the
base of the collar. Stitch. DO NOT turn the trimming inside.

9.) Attaching the collar

Push the collar between the coat and the trimming, so that the bottom collar rests on the coat. The narrow
ends of the collar meet with the markings for the base of the collar. Pin the bottom collar to the neckline
and the upper collar to the trimming. Stitch. Secure the beginning and end of the seam with reverse stitches
(15). Trim seam allowances, fold apart and iron. Turn trimming inside. Iron edges. Pin the collar base
seams onto each other (16). At the back of the neckline, place the trimming on top one more time; sow the
seam allowances onto each other close to the seam.

(15)

(16)

10.) Side seams
Place the front parts right sides facing onto the back part, pin the side seams, stitch. Fold apart the seam
allowances and iron.
11.) Pockets
Fold over and iron the trimming of the upper pocket edges. Fold and iron seam allowances of the side and
bottom pocket edges. Prior to that, sow along the rounded edges of the seam allowance with small stitches.
Fold the seam allowances over and iron them. To make this easier, use a stencil: Transfer the pattern piece
onto wadding or thin cardboard. Cut the stencil without the seam allowance and place it onto the left side of
the pocket. Fold over and iron the seam allowances along the edge of the stencil. (17) Place the pockets
onto the front pieces at the pocket lines. Stitch, allowing 1.2 cm (about 0.47 inches).

(16)

(18)

12.) Flaps
Place two flap pieces onto each other, right sides facing, and stitch. On the seam allowance of the base
edge, stitch diagonally towards the inside at the upper ends, leave the base edge open. Trim seam
allowances neatly. (18) Turn flaps. Pin edges, iron, and stitch allowing 1.2 cm (about 0.47 inches).

(19)
13.) Loops
Fold pieces of fabric in half lengthwise, right side inside. Stitch 1.2 cm (about 0.47 inches) from the
selvage. To turn, cut the thread not too short on one end. Trim the seam allowances neatly. Thread the cut
thread into a darning needle and tie tightly. (20) Pull the needle through the fabric tunnel with the eye
facing forward. (21) Iron the fabric, cut into six pieces of equal length. Pin the loops onto the yokes and
sleeves at the marked lines, fold ends over and sow.

(20)

(21)

14.) Sleeves
Place back sleeve pieces right sides facing onto the front sleeve pieces. Stitch. (22) Fold over and iron the
seam allowances into the front sleeve pieces. Stitch front sleeve pieces along the seam, allowing 1.5 cm
(about 0.59 inches). To maintain the shape of the sleeve, stitch from to dot symbol to dot symbol on both
sides of the marked seam line with large stitches. Do not tighten the bottom thread yet. (23) Place the
bottom latches between the horizontal lines onto the front sleeve pieces, pin to the seam allowances. Fold
sleeves lengthwise, right side inside. Pin the bottom seams of the sleeves. Stitch. (24) Fold apart and iron
the seam allowances. Fold over and iron the hem allowance to the inside and loosely sow by hand.

(22)

(23)

(24)

15.) Insert Sleeves
Pin sleeves right sides facing, first on the bottom of the arm line, the bottom sleeve and sidelines and the
horizontal line 11 meet. Do not restrain the arm line or sleeves. (25) Then stick the shoulder marking
(horizontal line) of the round sleeve base to the shoulder marking of the yokes. Now, tighten the bottom
thread of the stitching lines until the sleeves fit in the arm line. Pin sleeves, distributing the width equally.
(26) Try on the coat and test the positioning of the sleeves. Stitch in the sleeve going from the sleeve side,
starting above the side seam. To make sure that the basting thread can be ripped easily, stitch close to the
basting stitches. Place the seam allowances of the coat’s arm line into the sleeves.

(25)

(26)

16.) Sleeve lining
Stitch the seams of the lining sleeves. Fold apart and iron the seam allowances. Pull lining into the sleeve,
inside out. Sow the lining, folded over, onto the arm line base. Sow the bottom edge of the lining onto the
hem allowance.
17.) Hem

Pull apart the batching stitches at the front edges. Once again, place the trimmings flat, facing to the front.
Fold over and iron the seam allowance and stitch from the right, allowing 3 cm (about 1.18 inches). Fold
the trimmings to the inside, sow to the hem allowance. Stitch the front edges and the upper edges
continuously until you reach the base of the collar, allowing 1.2cm (about 0.47 inches).
18.) Push Buttons, Buttons
Sow the upper parts of the four push buttons onto the trimming of the right front edge, 3 cm (about 1.18
inches) from both the front and the upper edge. Space between the push buttons: 13 cm (about 5.11 inches).
Sow the bottom part of the push buttons accordingly onto the right side of the left front edge.
Sow the large buttons above the spot where the push-buttons were sown, on the right side of the right front
edge, and onto the left back latch, make sure to catch in the right back latch. Sow the smaller buttons onto
the shoulder and arm latches, sowing the latches onto the front pieces and the sleeves.

